GreenOrbit (formerly Intranet DASHBOARD) has always prided itself on industry leading technology. Learn more about GreenOrbit’s features in our Technical Kit. We’re constantly adding new features to ensure GreenOrbit is a technically superior platform. View more details on our website at www.greenorbit.com

Hosting & management
GreenOrbit offers a hosted and managed cloud solution, and in some cases on-premise installation — providing ultimate flexibility for whatever works best for your organization.

**IN THE CLOUD**
Leave it to us. A solution managed by GreenOrbit experts including upgrades, support & maintenance.

**ON PREMISE YOUR SERVER**
Do things your way. Configure and install GreenOrbit on your own server.

Access & security
Experience exceptional availability and comprehensive multi-tiered security.

**ACTIVE DIRECTORY AUTHENTICATION**
GreenOrbit works with Active Directory natively — no sync process or manual setup required.

**SINGLE SIGN ON**
Unify your authentication process across business applications, internally and on cloud based apps. GreenOrbit supports enterprise grade authentication processes based on SAML.

**HIGH AVAILABILITY**
Configure GreenOrbit with a load balanced environment to eliminate downtime. Authorize database mirroring between SQL servers and set a secondary server to handle failover.

**MULTI-TIERED SECURITY**
GreenOrbit features comprehensive multi-tiered security and permissions. These allow you to define viewing, editing and creation rights of every user and content item.

GreenOrbit Cloud
GreenOrbit Cloud is a highly tuned, tailor-made environment specifically created to run GreenOrbit. Our infrastructure is actively monitored, maintained and supported by our team of cloud experts. Powered by Amazon Web Services (AWS), GreenOrbit Cloud leverages the most powerful and innovative cloud platforms available to drive outstanding performance, reliability and cost savings for your business.
Support & Statistics
GreenOrbit features professional support and statistics integration.

HELP DESK & SUPPORT
Unlimited online technical support is available 24 hours a day, 5 days a week. Issues are handled efficiently by our team of skilled experts.

COMPREHENSIVE STATISTICS
Use GreenOrbit’s built-in analytics or integrate Google Analytics to obtain statistical information. Improve usability by pinpointing content that users engage with the most.

Software architecture and browser requirements
The following guidelines are provided to enable your organization to best accommodate GreenOrbit.

Web Server Software (Minimum)
- Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2012 R2
- Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5
- Microsoft Internet Information Services
- Microsoft SMTP Virtual Server or equivalent SMTP mailer
- Internet Access (direct or via web proxy) for external RSS Feeds

Database Server
- For full text searching of documents, appropriate iFilters are required.

*Further details of the requirements for Microsoft SQL Server are available from www.GreenOrbit.com

Browser requirements
Administrators and Front End users will require a web browser to access to the software. Supported browsers include:
- Internet Explorer 11+, Edge
- Firefox
- Chrome
- Safari

Data protection and GDPR
GreenOrbit takes data security extremely seriously and enables you to do the same. We equip you with recording consent for compliance, pseudoanonymization of data, hosting through AWS data compliant servers, data portability, and more.

Go beyond with custom apps
Build on GreenOrbit by using our web API to complement and extend your intranet. Create GreenOrbit CMS components to integrate new functionality into CMS pages, further customizing content presentation.